Purine-rich foods: an innocent bystander of gout attacks?
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The natural history of gout typically consists of three periods in a continuum: asymptomatic hyperuricaemia, episodes of acute attacks of gout with asymptomatic intervals, and chronic gouty arthritis.1 The last decade has seen major advances in our knowledge of acute attacks of gout with the discovery of the pivotal role of interleukin 1 (IL-1);2 however, the mechanisms that trigger acute flares are still poorly known. For instance, despite the incidence of gout increasing exponentially with increasing urate levels,3 why gout develops in only a few patients with asymptomatic hyperuricaemia is unclear. In addition, we do not know why acute attacks of gout are so sporadic in patients with established tophaceous gout, despite their massive total body urate load.

In this context, the elegant report from Zhang et al6 published in this issue adds a piece of the puzzle to help unravel the mystery of acute attacks of gout. Indeed, this report shows for the first time, that high purine intake, in addition to being a well-known long-term risk factor of urate deposition, also increases the risk of gout attacks almost fivefold among patients with gout. The natural question resulting from this work is: How does acute purine intake trigger acute attacks of gout?

**MONOSODIUM URATE (MSU) CRystals WITHin THE JOINT: NECESSARY BUT NOT SUFFICIENT FOR ACUTE FLARES**

Uric acid is the final metabolite of endogenous and dietary purine metabolism. At a physiologic pH of 7.4 in the extracellular compartment, 98% of uric acid is in the ionised form of urate. Because of the high concentration of sodium in the extracellular compartment, urate is largely present as MSU, with a low solubility limit, approximately 380 μmol/l at 37°C. When urate concentration exceeds the saturation point, the risk of MSU crystal formation and precipitation increases.1

Ultrasound studies have shown that about 20%–25% of asymptomatic patients with hyperuricaemia have urate deposits in the joints or tendons of their lower limbs.5 6 In addition, MSU crystals can be identified in synovial fluid from asymptomatic joints, especially the knees and the first metatarsophalangeal joints.7 Therefore, MSU crystals within the joints are necessary, but not sufficient enough to trigger acute attacks of gout.

**ACUTE ATTACKS OF GOUT CAN BE TRIGGERED BY A RAPID DECREASE IN URATE LEVELS**

The best-known trigger of acute attacks of gout is a decreased level of urate in patients with previously formed urate deposits. Rapid dissolution of urate deposits is believed to favour crystal shedding in the joint space. Triggered acute attacks during the first months of urate-lowering therapy (ULT) in gouty patients has been known for a long time and has been recently confirmed by pivotal studies of febuxostat and pegloticase. The number and severity of ULT-induced flares depend on both baseline urate values and velocity of the urate level reduction.8 9 To avoid this increased incidence of gout flares, prophylaxis with low-dose colchicine or non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs is recommended for 6 months after the initiation of ULT. Other factors that can trigger acute attacks of gout, presumably through a transient decrease in urate levels, are the post-surgical period,10 11 whisky intake12 13 and systemic inflammation. How these factors lead to reduced urate levels may be diverse. A rapid drop in urate levels after surgery might be due to the low sodium loading in infusion fluid during the peri-surgical period,10 whereas, the uricosuric property of whisky13 and IL-6,14 a cytokine produced during numerous inflammatory conditions, including acute flares, can explain their urate-lowering effects. Of note, uricaemia is frequently decreased during gout attacks, sometimes to within the normal range.15 16

**PURINE INTAKE AND GOUT**

Urate levels increase greatly after intake of fructose-rich food, which induces production of uric acid by increasing the degradation of ATP to AMP, a uric acid precursor,17 as well as after intake of a large amount of purine.18 The association of chronic intake of purine-rich foods, mainly of animal origin, and incident gout, is well established.19 The study by Zhang et al6 published in this issue now provides evidence that acute purine intake is also associated with acute gout flare. This online case-crossover study investigated within a short time the relation between dietary factors and risk of recurrent gout attacks. Data are from 633 patients with gout, who were queried about food intake during the 2-day period prior to an attack of gout, as well as at different time points used as control periods. About 61% of participants consumed alcohol, 29% used diuretics, and 45% took allopurinol. The median amount of purine intake over a 2-day control period was 1.66 g, that is, the equivalence of 1.4 kg of beef. By comparison with the lowest quintile of total purine intake over a 2-day period, with each increasing quintile, the ORs for recurrent gout attacks were 1.17, 1.38, 2.21 and 4.76, respectively. Interestingly, the impact of purine on risk of gout attacks was substantially smaller with plant than animal purine sources. These data agree well with a previous study that found no association of long-term consumption of purine-rich vegetables and risk of incident gout.19 Unfortunately, the design of this study precluded the collection of blood to determine urate levels, but acute purine intake in these patients could have induced at least a transient increase in urate levels that coincided with the initiation of flares. Other factors known to increase urate levels and that have been reported to trigger acute attacks of gout, include alcohol intake20 and recent diuretic use.21 Of note, these data were obtained from the same online case-crossover study, and also lack details on urate levels.

**HOW MIGHT PURINE INTAKE TRIGGER ACUTE ATTACKS OF GOUT?**

In tissues, MSU crystal formation depends on several factors, particularly, the local concentration of urate. The solubility of urate in joint fluids also depends...
on the articular hydration state, temperature, pH, concentration of cations and presence of extracellular matrix proteins such as proteoglycans, collagens and chondroitin sulphate. An increase in urate levels per se cannot trigger flares, as has been well demonstrated with intra-articular injections of uric acid not inducing inflammatory arthritis, as compared with MSU crystal injections. In addition, and in contrast with MSU crystal dissolution which occurs rapidly after urate lowering, nucleation and then crystal growth is slow. The growth of crystals usually seen by polarised light microscopy usually takes months or years, so a transient increase in urate levels after, for example, high purine intake, is unlikely to acutely promote crystal formation. By contrast, a decrease in urate levels will be followed by rapid dissolution of synovial tophi within joints that will lead to crystal shedding, and facilitates the interaction of crystals with the synovial cell lining and resident inflammatory cells.

Thus, acute high purine intake is unlikely to trigger flare by acute crystallisation of MSU in synovial fluid. Therefore, one hypothesis could be that other components of meat and seafood could be responsible for triggering gout attacks. Potential candidates include high levels of free fatty acids (FFAs), which are increased after heavy eating or alcohol consumption. Indeed, Joosten et al., besides others, demonstrated that pure MSU crystals alone could not induce IL-1β production from primary human peripheral blood mononuclear cells, or from mouse peritoneal macrophages. They have shown that the 18-carbon fatty acid was the most effective lipid for stimulating IL-1β in combination with MSU crystals. FFAs, in the presence of MSU crystals, induced a substantial release of IL-1β after the engagement of Toll-like receptor 2 (TLR2) but not TLR4, and this effect depended on activation of caspase 1 and Apoptosis-associated speck-like protein containing a CARD (ASC) but not NALP3, a finding that differed from that reported by others. According to Dinarello, these results suggest that MSU crystals need a second signal for inducing IL-1β via TLR2, the signal being an increase in levels of serum lipids, thus allowing for the synthesis, processing and release of IL-1β, and initiating clinical inflammation. Studies of dietary products able to acutely increase urate levels but containing no FFAs would be of interest to test whether the intake of FFAs and not purine, triggers gout attacks.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Purine-rich food intake is associated with both incident and acute attacks of gout. Long-term purine intake, by increasing urate levels, can lead to gout. However, given the slow process of both nucleation and MSU crystal growth, a transient increase in urate levels with purine intake is unlikely to be directly pathogenic. Purine may be an innocent bystander in acute attacks of gout, which could be triggered by FFAs, for example, in some purine-rich foods.
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